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Abstract—We investigate carrier estimation (CE) for coherent
optical receivers where the received signal is impaired by additive
white Gaussian noise, laser phase noise, and frequency offset. Best
practical 4-, 8-, and 16-point constellations are identified. A gen-
eralized differential encoding rule for signal constellations is pre-
sented. Performance of our complex-weighted decision-aidedmax-
imum-likelihood (CW-DA-ML) phase noise and frequency offset
estimator is analyzed at low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and the
optimal filter lengths are found. CW-DA-MLCE is put in perspec-
tive with respect to two fundamental estimators in the literature:
(i) differential frequency estimator followed by block th power
phase estimator (DiffFE- th CE), and (ii) fast Fourier transform
based frequency estimator followed by block th power phase
estimator (FFTbE- th CE), in terms of laser linewidth tolerance,
frequency estimation range and speed, SNR threshold, and cycle
slip probability. CW-DA-ML CE is 2.5 and 10.5 times faster than
DiffFE- th CE in 4 phase-shift keying and 16 quadrature ampli-
tude modulation signals, respectively, at a 1-dB system penalty for
a bit-error rate of . Our CE has lower cycle slip probability
and transmission overhead than DiffFE- th and FFTbE- th
CE. Hence, our CE is shown to be favourable in pilot-assisted (PA)
systems. A PA CW-DA-ML CE is introduced and shown to be ro-
bust against time-varying frequency offset with minimal training
overhead. Analog-to-digital convertor quantization error on our
CE performance is also addressed.

Index Terms—Block th power, cycle slip, differential en-
coding, fast Fourier transform, frequency offset, laser phase noise.

I. INTRODUCTION

T ODAY, 100-Gb/s Ethernet has become a commercial
reality and research goals are geared towards next

possible interface rates of 400 Gb/s and 1 Tb/s [1]. Given
a constrained optical amplification bandwidth, maximizing
spectral efficiency (SE) is of paramount importance to ser-
vice the sustained growth of data traffic. Binary modulation,
such as on-off keying and differential phase-shift keying
(PSK), only achieve an SE of 0.8 bit/s/Hz per polarization [2].
Moving to nonbinary modulation, the asymptotic SE for an
unconstrained intensity-modulated direct-detection (IMDD)
system is bits s Hz [3]. Here, is the
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signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) per symbol. However, the asymp-
totic SE for a constant-intensity-modulated coherent-detection
system can reach bits s Hz [4] . Although
both IMDD and constant-intensity modulation has only one
degree of freedom per polarization for encoding, the coherent
system outperforms the noncoherent IMDD system by an SE
of 1.6 bits/s/Hz at large SNR [5]. It has been suggested that
4-PSK is the most attractive modulation to achieve SE be-
tween 1 and 2 bits/s/Hz, whereas 8 or 16 quadrature amplitude
modulation (QAM) are necessary for SE beyond 2 bits/s/Hz
per polarization [6]. All these modulation formats demand
coherent detection. Coherent detection is promising as it yields
superior SE compared to noncoherent systems [7] and enables
attainment of Shannon’s capacity with the use of coding, such
as turbo codes [8].
A major impediment in homodyne coherent detection is the

synchronization of the local oscillator (LO) laser to the car-
rier of the received optical signal. The received signal can be
perturbed by phase noise arising from nonzero laser linewidth,
, and frequency offset, , between the transmitter and LO

lasers. Laser linewidth can range from the order of 10 kHz
for external-cavity tunable lasers [9] to 10 MHz for distributed
feedback (DFB) lasers. The frequency misalignment can be as
large as over the lifetime of a typical tunable laser
[10]. Traditionally, phase-locked loops (PLL) have been em-
ployed for coherent demodulation of optical signals. However,
the PLL is sensitive to loop propagation delay which can cause
loop instability. Loop delay greater than the bit duration be-
comes nonnegligible and severely constraints the permissible
laser linewidth [11]. Moreover, the PLL has a limited frequency
offset estimation range [12]. Experimental results using a PLL
in 16-QAM show constrained values of frequency offset per bit
rate, at linewidth per bit rate,

[13] and at
[14] for reliable carrier estimation (CE).

Current interest lies in intradyne coherent detection using a
free running LO laser, followed by sampling with high-speed
analog-to-digital converter (ADC), and execution of CE in dig-
ital signal processors (DSP). Even when PLL may fail due to
delay constraints, DSP based CE methods allow to use cost-ef-
fective DFB lasers by relaxing the laser linewidth and frequency
offset tolerance. CE available in the literature comprise a two
stage sequential process of frequency offset compensation fol-
lowed by phase noise compensation, as phase estimators are
only unbiased in the absence of frequency offset [15]. CE algo-
rithms can be categorized into decision-aided (DA) algorithms
which use symbol decisions from a data detector and non-de-
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cision-aided (NDA) algorithms which do not use any symbol
decisions.
The two prevalent fundamental NDA frequency estimators in

the literature are the differential frequency estimator (DiffFE)
which is a sample autocorrelation method and the fast Fourier
transform based estimator (FFTbE) which is a periodogram
method. DiffFE for MPSK presented in [16] estimates the
frequency by computing the phase increment between two
adjacent samples raised to the th power for modulation
removal. The complexity of raising to the th power increases
with modulation order. DiffFE was adapted for 16-QAM by
only phase differencing consecutive Class I symbols with
modulation phases , 0, 1, 2, 3, and raising to
the 4th power for modulation removal [17].
FFTbE [18], formed by exploiting the cyclostationary statis-

tics of the received signal, involves a computationally intensive
peak search in a periodogram. The frequency estimate, , for
MPSK is given by

(1)

where is the modulation order, is the symbol duration,
is the received sample size over which the frequency ac-

quisition is performed, and is the modulus operator. Here,
the function selects the that maximizes .
For square 16-QAM, is obtained by setting in (1).
The frequency estimate resolution is limited by to .
A larger improves the frequency estimate accuracy, but in-
creases the acquisition time and FFT complexity. These con-
flicting requirements call for a tradeoff but no automatic opti-
mization method is known. FFTbE suffers from an undesirable
SNR threshold effect, where a noise peak exceeding the true fre-
quency peak causes a large frequency estimation error (known
as an outlier) below some critical SNR value [19]. The likeli-
hood of outliers increases with decreasing SNR, having a dis-
abling effect on FFTbE at low SNR. DiffFE and FFTbE have
limited modulation-format-dependent estimation ranges
of for MPSK and for 16-QAM.
A prevalent fundamental NDA phase estimator is the block
th power, presented for MPSK in [20], where a single phase

estimate is used to phase-correct all the symbols in a block.
Block th power was adapted for 16-QAM through a QPSK
partitioning technique in [21]. In block th power, nonlinear
operations of raising to the th power and taking
increases the system latency. Moreover, the phase estimate
requires phase unwrapping. However, accurate phase unwrap-
ping is difficult at low SNR [22] or at large laser linewidth, and
may induce cycle slips which are a highly nonlinear phenom-
enon [23]. Differential encoding (DE) is generally applied to
arrest cycle slips, but it is not possible to have a universal DE
rule for all the signal constellations [24].
A DA phase estimator of interest is the decision-aided

maximum-likelihood (DA-ML) estimator [25]. The interest in
DA-ML estimator lies in its ML derivation and its near op-
timum phase estimation performance at high and medium SNR

[26]. The DA-ML estimator avoids additive noise contribution
from higher powers ( 2) which are present in block th
power estimator [25].
Recently, by modifying the filter coefficients of the

DA-ML estimator, we formed a complex-weighted DA-ML
(CW-DA-ML) CE for joint phase noise and frequency offset
estimation [27]. CW-DA-ML CE is a DA least-squares based
estimator, which is modulation format independent, achieves
complete frequency estimation range, and requires no phase
unwrapping. The main objective of this paper is to perform a
comprehensive analysis of CW-DA-ML CE performance in a
channel impaired by additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN),
linear phase noise, and frequency offset. Prospective 4-, 8-, and
16-point constellations are examined, and the most favourable
constellations are identified. The performance of CW-DA-ML
CE is placed in perspective with respect to two fundamental
NDA CE in the literature, namely, (i) DiffFE [16], [17], fol-
lowed by block th power estimator [20], [21] (referred to
as DiffFE- th), and (ii) FFTbE [18] followed by block th
power estimator [20], [21] (referred to as FFTbE- th). The
advent of advanced forward error correction (FEC) codes with
a 7% overhead sets a low bit-error rate (BER) threshold of
3.8 , enabling the operation of modern systems at low
SNR [28]. Furthermore, it is desirable to operate at low signal
power to minimize nonlinear phase noise [29] and to save
power. The CW-DA-ML CE is known to perform well at high
SNR but remains untested at the low SNR [27]. Therefore,
all analysis in this paper is performed at low SNR values
corresponding to a BER of , which is the target range of
modern systems.
In Section II, we examine the merits of several 4-, 8-, and

16-point constellations in terms of their AWGN resilience,
phase rotation tolerance, and transmitter implementation
complexity. A generalized DE rule applicable to all signal
constellations having greater than or equal to 2 rotationally
symmetric positions with no dc signal point is presented. In
Section III, we briefly derive CW-DA-ML CE and examine
its optimum filter length. In Section IV, we compare the fea-
tures of CW-DA-ML CE with DiffFE- th and FFTbE- th
CE in terms of: (a) laser linewidth tolerance, (b) frequency
offset estimation range, (c) acquisition time, accuracy, and
SNR threshold, and (d) cycle slip probability. In Section V,
pilot-assisted (PA) CW-DA-ML CE is introduced and perfor-
mance gain over its DE counterpart is discussed. In Section VI,
the robustness of CW-DA-ML CE against a time-varying
frequency offset is studied. In Section VII, the necessary ADC
resolution is considered. In Section VIII, a complexity analysis
of CE algorithms is performed. Section IX concludes the paper.
Throughout this paper, , , superscript , and superscript
denotes expectation, smallest integer larger than , complex

conjugate, and transpose, respectively.

II. MODULATION FORMATS

A. Several 4-, 8-, and 16-Point Constellations

In Fig. 1, we consider several prospective 4-, 8-, and 16-ary
discrete-point constellations which use both field quadratures.
We compare the constellations in terms of: (i) minimum
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Fig. 1. Signal constellation and bits-to-symbol mapping for (a) 4-PSK,
(b) 8-QAM, (c) 8-PSK, (d) 16-QAM, (e) 16-Star, and (f) 16-PSK.

Euclidean distance between adjacent points, , charac-
terizing its resilience against AWGN, (ii) minimum angular
separation between adjacent points with the same radius,

, characterizing its phase rotation resilience against phase
noise and frequency offset, and (iii) simplicity in transmitter
implementation. The is normalized to a constellation
with a unity average symbol energy. Larger values of
and imply greater AWGN and phase rotation resilience,
respectively.
In 4-point constellations, we only consider 4-PSK as it is well

established to achieve the best performance for AWGN channel
with the largest among all 4-point constellations
[30]. The 4-PSK signal is also easy to generate.
The 8-QAM is defined to be the constellation shown in

Fig. 1(b). In an AWGN channel, 8-QAM ( ) out-
performs 8-PSK ( ) but is marginally inferior to
the optimum 8-point constellation, 8-Hex ( ), by
0.35 dB [30], [31]. However, 8-QAM ( ) has better
phase rotation tolerance than 8-PSK ( ) and 8-Hex
( ). Unlike 8-Hex, 8-QAM has a simple transmitter
configuration realizable with Mach-Zehnder modulators and
couplers [32], and has a simple DE technique as will be shown

below. Hence, we only consider 8-QAM for its desirable prop-
erties as outlined above and 8-PSK for further analysis in this
paper.
The optimum ring ratio, , for 16-Star in an

AWGN channel maximizing the distance between adjacent
points in the inner ring and that between the two rings is
obtained when [33]. We
have used in this paper, as the optimum with
respect to phase rotations only deviate slightly from 1.77 [34].
In an AWGN channel, 16-QAM ( ) outperforms
16-Star ( ) and 16-PSK ( ), but is
second by 0.5 dB to the optimum 16-point hexagonal-like con-
stellation [31]. 16-QAM is preferred, compared to the optimum
16-point constellation, due to its simple transmitter implemen-
tation where integrated 16-QAM modulators are already being
developed [35] and simple DE technique as will be shown
below. However, in terms of phase rotation tolerance, 16-Star
( ) outperforms 16-QAM ( )
and 16-PSK ( ). Hence, we only consider 16-QAM
for its desirable properties as outlined above, 16-Star for its
phase rotation tolerance, and 16-PSK for further analysis in
this paper.

B. BER of 4-, 8-, and 16-Point Constellations

The ML detector in an AWGN limited and phase rotation
limited channel has a Euclidean metric with straight-line deci-
sion boundaries and a non-Euclidean metric with circular-line
boundaries forming polar wedges, respectively [32]. Consid-
ering the implementation difficulty of a non-Euclidean metric
with circular-line boundaries requiring lookup tables, advances
in laser linewidth making DFB lasers with 10 kHz linewidth
available [36], and low SNR operating region of modern sys-
tems where AWGN is dominant, we use the Euclidean metric
with straight-line decision boundaries in this paper. The BER
over an AWGN channel without DE for MPSK given by [37]

(2)

8-QAM given by [2]

(3)

16-QAM given by [36]

(4)

and 16-Star obtained throughMonte Carlo (MC) simulation, are
shown in Fig. 2. Here, is the SNR per bit. Theoretical values
without DE at BER are given in the second column of
Table I.
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Fig. 2. BER versus SNR per bit in an AWGN channel with and without DE.

TABLE I
SNR PER BIT, , VALUES AT BER

C. Differential Encoding Technique

We present a generalized sector based DE technique, fol-
lowing the idea in [24], applicable to all constellations having
greater than or equal to 2 rotationally symmetric positions
and no dc signal point (i.e., no signal point at the origin). In a
-sector rotationally symmetric MPSK and MQAM constel-
lations, any constellation point can be obtained by rotating
a corresponding constellation point from the first rotation-
ally symmetric sector. Hence, the th information signal
point can be represented by Here

, , is the appropriate
sector-rotation term and is the corresponding constella-
tion point of in the first rotationally symmetric sector.
The th DE transmitted symbol is then obtained as

where simply
represents the current sector in which lies. Differential
decoding of the th symbol at the receiver proceeds as

. Initial sector .
DE increases the BER as any symbol detection error mani-

fests itself twice through DE and is depicted in Fig. 2. The DE
induced penalty at BER in an AWGN channel is sum-
marized in column four of Table I. To minimize bit errors due
to symbol errors, careful bits-to-symbol mapping is needed. For
constellations where for some integer , we adopt the
following bits-to-symbol mapping scheme. The first bits of all
symbols within a sector share the same bits to minimize bit er-
rors due to adjacent symbol errors caused by AWGN. The first
bits of symbols are DE by sector. The last bits

in each symbol are encoded to be rotationally invariant, thus
making them immune to cycle slips. The bits-to-symbol map-
ping for DE signals are shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 3. Polarization multiplexed coherent optical system. PBS: polarization
beam splitter, Tx: transmitter.

III. CARRIER ESTIMATION

A. System Model

We consider CE for a coherent optical transmission system
shown in Fig. 3. The symbol sequence is modulated
onto the optical carrier by data modulators and transmitted
through an optical fiber with periodic optical amplifiers. Op-
tical amplifiers introduce amplified spontaneous emission noise
which can be modeled as AWGN. At the receiver, the received
optical signal is mixed with a LO laser, downconverted to an
intermediate frequency (IF) through 2 4 90 optical hybrids,
detected by balanced photodetectors, and sampled by ADCs.
The IF is equivalent to the frequency offset between the trans-
mitter and the LO laser. The received signal is then processed
by an equalizer for chromatic dispersion compensation, po-
larization demultiplexing, and polarization mode dispersion
compensation. Finally, the phase noise introduced by nonzero
laser linewidth and frequency offset is estimated by CE, and a
symbol decision is made by a symbol-by-symbol data detector.
We assume the received signal samples and over
the th symbol interval have known symbol
timing with one complex sample per symbol, and is free of in-
tersymbol interference, nonlinear distortions, and polarization
crosstalk. CE is performed independently for each channel and
all equations hereafter refer to that of one polarization channel.
A canonical model of the received signal can be written as

(5)

where assumes equiprobable symbols from the signal
set . Here, is the angular frequency
offset, assumed static throughout the paper unless otherwise
stated. The is the laser phase noise
modeled as a Wiener process, where is a sequence of
independent and identically distributed Gaussian random vari-
ables with mean zero and variance [38]. Here,

is the combined linewidth of the transmitter and LO lasers.
The set is a sequence of circularly symmetric AWGN
with zero mean and variance . SNR per bit is defined as
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. All penalty values are ref-
erenced to their theoretical value without DE at BER

, summarized in the second column of Table I. DE is em-
ployed throughout the paper to arrest cycle slips, unless other-
wise stated.

B. CW-DA-ML Carrier Estimator

The laser phase noise process is assumed to vary
slower than the symbol rate such that we can approximate
to be time-invariant over an interval longer than , where
is an integer. In CW-DA-ML CE, we form a reference phasor
(RP) for the carrier at time by filtering the im-
mediate past samples, as [27]

(6)

where each is a complex weight, and is the data
detector’s symbol decision on . The data detector declares
the signal from the signal set which maximizes

as the symbol decision

. In other words,

(7)

In (6), normalizes the mag-
nitude of , making CW-DA-MLCE applicable to both
MPSK and MQAM formats.
Momentarily let , , and assume ideal

decision feedback such that . In the presence of
frequency offset, consecutive symbols differ by a phase rotation
of and the filter-input vector at time appears as

(8)

The filter-weight vector at time ,
, is designed to rotate each filter-input term to have the

same angular frequency offset of , matching that of
the received sample that we are trying to coherently
demodulate. From (8), it is intuitively clear that
should equal , but is unknown in
practice. Hence, we adaptively pick the at each time
to minimize the sum-of-error-squares cost function ,

(9)

Minimizing with respect to , we obtain a
least-squares solution , , where

(10)

Fig. 4. Structure of CW-DA-ML CE.

is the time-average -by- autocorrelation matrix and

(11)

is the time-average -by-1 cross-correlation vector. Matrix
and vector can be formed recursively as shown in

(10) and (11), respectively, minimizing the memory resources
required. We initialize , , and

, where is an identity matrix. The weight-vector
can adapt to follow time-varying channels as it depends

on the observed signal samples . The structure of
CW-DA-ML CE is shown in Fig. 4.
CW-DA-ML CE uses a training sequence for the initial

symbol decisions and subsequently uses the output of the data
detector. A training sequence length of has been shown to
be sufficient [27], thus the overhead is kept low. It is crucial
to note that unlike block th power based CE, CW-DA-ML
CE does not require phase unwrapping as the RP has an unam-
biguous phase tracking range of .
We analyze the steady-state filter weights in

CW-DA-ML CE with filter length for a 16-QAM
signal. Each steady-state value is obtained by averaging over
500 runs the average of its value from to

in each run. First, the magnitude, , and phase,
, of the weights are plotted in Fig. 5(a) and (b), respec-

tively, as and are varied while is kept constant
at 2 . As and increases, the decay rate of
with increases and thus the recent received samples
are increasingly prioritised compared to those further back in
time [see Fig. 5(a)]. This amounts to shortening of the filter’s
effective averaging length. Laser phase noise becomes
less related with as increases. Hence, samples
further back in time carry less useful information on the laser
phase noise in sample and thus get weighted down.
Additionally, increasing reduces the interval over which
additive noise smoothing needs to be performed. However,
regardless of the variation in and , the relation of

to does not change [see Fig. 5(b)]. Second, the
and are plotted in Fig. 5(c) and (d), respectively, as

and are varied while is kept constant at 11.53
dB. Regardless of the variation in , for a given , the
relation of to does not change [see Fig. 5(c)]. However,
each converges to depending on the value
present, whereas the change in has no discernible effect
on [see Fig. 5(d)]. We can conclude from Fig. 5 that
the magnitude of the weight responds to and in
weighing down less-relevant samples, whereas the phase of the
weight responds to in correcting for the frequency
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Fig. 5. Filter weights at fixed : (a) , and (b) .
Filter weights at fixed : (c) , and (d) . Example of
legend types ‘Hollow’, ‘Cross’, and ‘Solid’ are , , and , respectively.

offset. Hence, given convergence of to , the
optimum filter length is only dependent upon and .
In general, there is a trade-off between the need for long filter

lengths to average over AWGN and the need for short filter
lengths to ensure filter inputs are correlated. Contour plots of
penalty at BER on a versus filter length map

are drawn in Fig. 6 for CW-DA-ML CE. The contour plots con-
firm that the optimum filter length decreases with and
there is a minimum filter length even in the absence of phase
noise. For comprehensiveness, we provide the contour plots
of DiffFE- th CE in Fig. 7. Optimal filter lengths at a 1-dB
penalty for CW-DA-ML and DiffFE- th CE are given in

Table II. A sufficiently large sample size was used for frequency
acquisition in DiffFE- th and CW-DA-ML CE to ensure con-
vergence of their frequency offset estimates to the true value.
Therefore, the optimal filter length of DiffFE- th CE will be
equally applicable to FFTbE- th CE. Optimum filter lengths
stated in Table II are used for all CE analysis in this paper.

Fig. 6. SNR per bit penalty at BER versus linewidth per bit rate
and filter length in CW-DA-ML CE for (a) 4-PSK, (b) 8-QAM, (c) 8-PSK, (d)
16-QAM, (e) 16-Star, and (f) 16-PSK signals.

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

A. Linewidth/Bit Rate Tolerance

The SNR per bit penalty versus linewidth per bit rate for
CW-DA-ML CE is plotted in Fig. 8. Without loss of gener-
ality, we set . The tolerable values for a 1-dB
penalty at BER are summarized in Table III. Sorted in
decreasing order of tolerance, we have 4-PSK, 8-QAM,
16-Star, 16-QAM, 8-PSK, and 16-PSK. It is interesting to note
that 16-QAM achieves similar tolerance as 8-PSK and
yet occupies less spectral width. As argued extensively
in [39], 16-Star ( ) has greater tolerance than
16-QAM ( ) by virtue of its larger .
Since 16-Star ( ) has poorer packing density than
16-QAM ( ), it generally requires higher and
thus only attractive for as depicted in
Fig. 9. Similar conclusion holds for other 16-point ring con-
stellations considered in [40] which offer moderate advantage
in terms of tolerance but at the expense of poor packing
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Fig. 7. SNR per bit penalty at BER versus linewidth per bit rate and
filter length in DiffFE- th CE for (a) 4-PSK, (b) 8-PSK, (c) 16-QAM, and (d)
16-PSK signals.

TABLE II
OPTIMAL FILTER LENGTH FOR 1-dB SNR PER BIT PENALTY AT BER

density, increased transmitter complexity, and DE complexity,
compared to 16-QAM.
From Fig. 8 and Table III, it is seen that CW-DA-ML CE

equals or outperforms DA-ML estimator in terms of tol-
erance even when . This is because DA-ML estimator
weighs all filter inputs equally, i.e., , but
CW-DA-ML CE weighs the samples in a decaying manner
resulting in a better phase estimate. Although DiffFE- th
CE has an inherent advantage of being a noncausal filter in
its phase estimation, the entirely causal CW-DA-ML CE still
equals DiffFE- th CE in 4-PSK and 16-QAM, whereas out-
performs DiffFE- th CE in 8- and 16-PSK. As frequency
estimation convergence was ensured in DiffFE- th CE, its

tolerance results equally apply to FFTbE- th CE.

B. Frequency Offset/Bit Rate Estimation Range

Frequency offset estimation range of block th power,
DA-ML, DiffFE- th, FFTbE- th, and CW-DA-ML estima-
tors are drawn in Fig. 10 while keeping . The theoretical
maximum tolerance of block th power in the absence
of laser phase noise and AWGN is . The

Fig. 8. SNR per bit penalty versus linewidth per bit rate for (a) 4-, (b) 8-, and
(c) 16-point constellations. .

Fig. 9. SNR per bit versus linewidth per bit rate.

TABLE III
LINEWIDTH/BIT RATE TOLERANCE FOR 1-dB SNR PER BIT PENALTY AT

BER

limited frequency offset tolerance of block th power and
DA-ML estimators at 1-dB penalty, summarized in Table IV,
reiterates the need to incorporate a dedicated frequency offset
estimation capability into the CE. Block th power and
DA-ML estimators are only suitable for .
DiffFE- th and FFTbE- th CE raises the received signal

to the th power in MPSK format to remove the information-
bearing phase. This limits their estimation range to a
modulation-format-dependent . Likewise, their

estimation range in 16-QAM is limited to
since the received signal is raised to the 4th power.

a0033498
Rectangle

a0033498
Sticky Note
Error. It should be: delta_fT <= +/- 2.1 x 10^-3. Here T is the symbol duration.
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Fig. 10. SNR per bit penalty versus frequency offset per bit rate for (a)&(b)
4-point, (c)&(d) 8-point, and (e)&(f) 16-point constellations. .

On the other hand, CW-DA-ML CE achieves a complete
estimation range of , as it uses an RP

with a complete phase tracking range of . Note that
CW-DA-ML CE is modulation format independent, unlike
DiffFE, FFTbE, and block th power estimator which are
limited to MPSK and 16-QAM format. Moreover, DiffFE,
FFTbE, and block th power estimators need to be modified

TABLE IV
ESTIMATION RANGE FOR 1-dB SNR PER BIT PENALTY AT BER

WITH

separately according to the constellation used, rendering them
less attractive in flexible optical systems using multiple mod-
ulation formats.

C. Acquisition Time, Accuracy, and SNR Threshold

CE accuracy is determined by the total phase error, i.e., phase
estimate error plus frequency estimate error, and not by the indi-
vidual estimate errors. Total phase error variance against the fre-
quency acquisition time in terms of the received sample size
for DiffFE- th, FFTbE- th, and CW-DA-ML CE of 4-PSK,
8-QAM, and 16-QAM with constant
are plotted in Fig. 11. The error variance at each sample size

was obtained as by av-

eraging over independent realizations. Here, is
the true total phase and is the corresponding estimate
in the th realization for sample size . In DiffFE- th and
FFTbE- th CE, the frequency estimator block uses the first
received samples to produce a frequency es-
timate and is thereafter stopped. Subsequent received samples

are immediately corrected using the frequency
estimate and fed into the phase estimator block for phase noise
estimation. We refer to this structure as the serial configuration.
In CW-DA-MLCE, the filter-weight vector is adapted con-
tinuously over the first received samples and is thereafter
stopped. Subsequently, the same filter-weight vector is
used.
First, error variance is plotted for a 1-dB system penalty at

BER in each modulation format: 4-PSK ( ,
), 8-QAM ( ,

), and 16-QAM ( , ). The
error variance decreases initially with due to improving fre-
quency estimate accuracy and later reaches an error floor lim-
ited by AWGN and laser phase noise. The carrier acquisition
time, defined as the sample size required for the error variance
to reach within 3% of the error floor, is summarized in Table V.
CW-DA-ML CE is 2.5 and 10.5 times faster than DiffFE- th
CE in 4-PSK and 16-QAM, respectively. This is due to the use
of recursive least-squares technique in CW-DA-ML CE which
is well known to have a short convergence time [37]. Addi-
tionally, CW-DA-ML CE uses all samples for frequency es-
timation in 16-QAM unlike DiffFE- th CE which only uses

samples as the probability of a pair of consecutive Class
I symbols is 1/4. Although FFTbE has the fastest frequency
acquisition, only requiring and 360 in 4-PSK and
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Fig. 11. Error variance versus received sample size for (a) 4-PSK, (b)
8-QAM, and (c) 16-QAM signals. . The horizontal
dashed line ‘--’ is the theoretical error variance of DA-ML estimator with

at 1-dB system penalty.

16-QAM, respectively, we shall later see it is unsuitable for
real-life time-varying frequency offset environment. Frequency
acquisition time of CW-DA-MLCE remains about
for all modulation formats due to its modulation format inde-
pendence, unlike DiffFE- th and FFTbE- th CE which have
significant modulation-format-dependent time values.
Second, the error variance is plotted at an SNR reduced by

3 dB from the 1-dB system penalty point for each modulation
format in Fig. 11. Lower SNR gives rise to higher error floor and
increased convergence time as averaging in frequency estima-
tion need to be performed over a larger sample size to smooth
out the AWGN. As SNR decreased, speed of CW-DA-ML CE
over DiffFE- th CE increased to 6 and 11.6 times in 4-PSK
and 16-QAM signals, respectively.
Third, the error variance is plotted at a reduced by

an order of magnitude from the 1-dB system penalty point for
each modulation format in Fig. 11. Lower results in lower
error floor, and increased convergence time in DiffFE- th and

TABLE V
CARRIER ACQUISITION TIME

CW-DA-ML CE as better frequency estimate can be obtained
by averaging over a larger sample size. However, convergence
time of FFTbE- th CE remains unchanged. This is because the
peak position in the FFT spectrum, and thus its frequency esti-
mate accuracy, remains unaffected as variation in merely
alters the spectral width around the peak.
Horizontal dashed line in Fig. 11 depicts the theoretical error

variance of DA-ML estimator at given by [41]

(12)

for a 1-dB system penalty at BER . A similar error
floor achieved by CW-DA-ML CE implies near-ideal frequency
estimation by our CE. The theoretical error variance given by
(12) can thus be used to quickly obtain an approximate error
floor achievable by CW-DA-ML CE.
Fig. 12 illustrates the error variance versus of DiffFE- th,

FFTbE- th, and CW-DA-ML CE in 4-PSK, 8-QAM,
and 16-QAM signals using different values of with

. CW-DA-ML CE achieves superior or
equal frequency estimation accuracy compared to DiffFE- th
CE at any given and . This can be attributed to the
-sample lag autocorrelation used in CW-DA-ML CE [see
(10)] being less affected by AWGN compared to the 1-sample
lag autocorrelation used in DiffFE- th CE. CW-DA-ML CE
tends to outperform FFTbE- th CE, and is therefore a better
option, at low SNR and/or low . Low SNR increases the
occurrence of outliers and low reduces the frequency esti-
mate resolution, thus degrading FFTbE- th CE. Furthermore,
CW-DA-ML CE does not exhibit sharp SNR threshold but
rather a gradual deterioration of error variance with decreasing
SNR. As the error variance is a decreasing function of ,
CW-DA-ML CE can be made suitable for very low SNR
operation by adequately increasing .
In the serial configuration of DiffFE- th and FFTbE- th

CE, the frequency estimate becomes available only at the th
time point. Hence, the first received samples need to be pro-
cessed retrospectively at time point resulting in a huge pro-
cessing bottleneck. Alternatively, the first samples may be
treated as training sequence at the expense of a large overhead,
e.g., 360 and 42 samples in 16-QAM for DiffFE- th
and FFTbE- th CE at 1-dB system penalty point, respectively.
In contrast, CW-DA-ML CE requires merely samples as
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Fig. 12. Error variance versus SNR per bit using various received sample sizes
for frequency estimation, , in (a) 4-PSK, (b) 8-QAM, and (c) 16-QAM signals.

.

training sequence and thus has a lower overhead, e.g., 24 sam-
ples in 16-QAM at 1-dB system penalty point.
Before proceeding further, it is instructive to consider

whether it is feasible to run the frequency estimator and phase
estimator block of DiffFE- th CE in a concurrent manner. In
concurrent configuration, the intermediate frequency estimate
after every samples, ,
is used to frequency-correct the most recent samples

followed by phase noise compen-
sation using block th power phase estimator. After the th
sample, the operation becomes the same as the serial configu-
ration. Fig. 13 simulates BER curves of DiffFE- th CE using

for 16-QAM signal at 1-dB system penalty
point in serial configuration and concurrent configuration. The
BER of the concurrent configuration (BER computed over the
first 5 symbols) deviates from that of the serial configu-
ration, indicating the presence of a large error burst. The error
burst can be traced to occur during the first 42 symbols.
When intermediate frequency estimates are used, the frequency

Fig. 13. BER versus SNR per bit of DiffFE- th CE in serial and concurrent
configuration. , , and .

estimate of the ( )th block will differ from that of the th
block by . This difference
in frequency estimate makes it likely for the first symbol de-
cision of ( )th block, , to be differentially decoded
incorrectly. The error susceptibility of the first symbol of
each block contributes to the error burst. Recovery of the first

symbols using FEC is not attractive as the BER
is higher than 2 even at . Moreover, a safe
BER margin to the FEC threshold is required by many systems.
Hence, the use of concurrent configuration to sidestep the
processing bottleneck or large overhead in serial configuration
is not practical. Results of Fig. 13 are equally applicable to
FFTbE- th CE.
In practice, the frequency offset varies with time and needs

to be tracked. DiffFE- th and FFTbE- th CE will incur a
large processing bottleneck or a large overhead every time the
frequency is re-estimated. It is desirable for a CE algorithm to
track the time-varying frequency offset continuously, such as
CW-DA-ML CE, to ensure the best performance. DiffFE- th
and FFTbE- th CE can only produce periodically-updated
static frequency estimates and is likely to incur some perfor-
mance penalty as a result.

D. Cycle Slip Probability of Carrier Estimators

When AWGN, laser phase noise, and/or frequency offset
pushes the estimate of CE from the true stable operating point
into the domain of attraction of a neighbouring stable oper-
ating point, a cycle slip is said to have occurred. The estimate
remains in the vicinity of the new stable operating point until
another cycle slip occurs, causing a large error burst. Angular
spacing of the stable operating points, , concur with that of the
rotationally symmetric positions of the constellation. We have
equal to in MPSK, in 16-Star, and in 8- and

16-QAM constellations. Cycle slip, and thus the error burst,
can be confined to the slip duration by using DE. However, DE
is undesirable for it increases the BER through correlated errors
and excludes the use of powerful soft decision FEC codes with
high coding gain [42]. Alternatively, cycle slip can be mitigated
by inserting pilot sequences at a frequency greater than the
cycle slip probability. In PA system, a low cycle slip probability
is preferred to minimize the required training overhead cost.
Without loss of generality, we use sufficiently large to ensure
frequency estimation convergence and set throughout
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Fig. 14. Unwrapped actual and estimated total phase by CW-DA-ML CE of
(a) 16-QAM, and (b) 16-PSK signals. .

Fig. 15. Cycle slip probability in 4-PSK signal (a) at different with a
fixed , and (b) at different with a fixed .

this subsection. Detection of cycle slip follows the technique
of [43], where 11 or more consecutive symbol errors were
assumed to be due to a cycle slip.
A cycle slip of and by CW-DA-ML CE in 16-QAM

and 16-PSK signals, respectively, is shown in Fig. 14. It is key
to note that the cycle slip in 16-QAM transitioned through an
intermediate state of rotation before settling at the stable
point spaced away by . An example of this trajectory could
be from the domain of point to to in 16-QAM constel-
lation [see Fig. 1(d)].
Fig. 15(a) plots the cycle slip probability versus ,

and Fig. 15(b) plots the cycle slip probability versus , for
DiffFE- th and CW-DA-ML CE of 4-PSK signal. The was
fixed at 1 dB above its theoretical value for BER in
Fig. 15(a), and the was fixed at 9 in Fig. 15(b).
The cycle slip probability approximates an exponentially
increasing function with increasing laser phase noise and
decreasing SNR. We see that CW-DA-ML CE has a lower
cycle slip probability than DiffFE- th CE. For example, at

and , CW-DA-ML CE
achieves a low cycle slip probability of 2 compared

Fig. 16. Cycle slip probability versus linewidth per bit rate of DiffFE- th CE.

Fig. 17. Cycle slip probability versus linewidth per bit rate of CW-DA-MLCE.

to the 8 of DiffFE- th CE. Cycle slip is induced
in CW-DA-ML CE by erroneous symbol decision feedback
from the data detector during the formation of RP [see (6)].
However, cycle slip in DiffFE- th CE is caused by inaccurate
phase unwrapping in the block th power phase estimator.
Due to block th power estimator’s modulo operation,
its phase estimate needs to be unwrapped to track the
true laser phase noise trajectory. Unwrap function selects

, , such that
is within . However, if the true was
greater than , a cycle slip will occur. Increased laser phase
noise and reduced SNR contributes to such unwrapping errors
as witnessed in Fig. 15.
Besides SNR and laser phase noise, the size of the basic un-

wrapping interval also contributes to the cycle slip probability.
In Fig. 16, the cycle slip probability of DiffFE- th CE for 4-,
8-, and 16-PSK signals are plotted at 1 dB above their respec-
tive theoretical values for BER . As increases at a
given , it is more likely for the true to
exceed , thus increasing the cycle slip probability. More-
over, introduction of higher powers of noise with modulation
order by block th power estimator compounds the an-
gular uncertainty of the received sample, making cycle slips
more likely. Therefore, block th power based CE, such as
DiffFE- th and FFTbE- th CE, is less desirable in practical
PA systems than CW-DA-ML CE due to their higher cycle slip
probability.
Suitability of various modulation formats in terms of cycle

slip probability is investigated in Fig. 17 using CW-DA-ML
CE. Each modulation format was simulated at 1 dB above its
theoretical value for BER . Sorted in increasing order
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Fig. 18. SNR per bit penalty versus data length at different pilot lengths, ,
for (a) 4-PSK, (b) 8-QAM, and (c) 16-QAM signals. .

of cycle slip probability, we have 4-PSK ( ), 8-QAM
( ), 16-Star ( ), 8-PSK ( ), 16-QAM
( ), and 16-PSK ( ). This order follows the
trend of constellations with larger angular separation of stable
operating points, , having a lower cycle slip probability,
but with the exception of 16-QAM. The irregularity can be
explained by recalling that cycle slip in 16-QAM tends to occur
through an intermediate state spaced apart by which is
smaller than of 8-PSK. Hence, it is more likely for
16-QAM to incur cycle slips compared to 8-PSK. In terms of
cycle slip tolerance, best 4-, 8-, and 16-point constellations are
4-PSK, 8-QAM, and 16-Star, respectively. However, we should
remember that higher SNR and more complex transmitter is
required for 16-Star than 16-QAM.

V. PILOT-ASSISTED CARRIER ESTIMATION

Cycle slips can be combated using DE or pilot sequences.
PA CE is preferred in practice for it avoids the DE penalty
listed in column four of Table I, enables the use of powerful
soft decision FEC codes with high coding gain, and can be
simultaneously used for fiber nonlinearity compensation. In
PA CE, alternating -symbol-long data and -symbol-long
pilot sequences are transmitted. When data are transmitted
in packet frames, headers containing protocols such as the
physical addresses of the receiver and FEC information can
be used as pilot symbols. Extra symbol energy of the pi-
lots is accounted for in our PA CE simulation by computing
the effective launched energy of each symbol, , as

. Here, is the
actual energy of each transmitted symbol. Fig. 18 shows the
penalty of PA CW-DA-ML CE at BER with various
training overhead costs, defined as . As the ratio

Fig. 19. BER versus SNR per bit for PA CW-DA-ML CE with ideal and actual
decision feedback. .

decreases towards 1, the approaches
, hence the receiver sensitivity improves. From Fig. 18,

PA system incurs a penalty of 0.43, 0.70, and 0.87 dB in
4-PSK, 8-QAM, and 16-QAM, respectively, at and

. Since the used was set at the tolerance value
for a 1-dB penalty in a DE system, a gain of up to 0.57
dB in 4-PSK, 0.30 dB in 8-QAM, and 0.13 dB in 16-QAM
is achieved by the PA system compared to its DE counterpart
while keeping the overhead costs as low as 0.2%.
In Fig. 18, the improvement in receiver sensitivity levels off

for data sequence length , indicating negligible error
propagation arising from a low cycle slip probability. We can
infer that the mean time to lose lock (i.e., cycle slip) is greater
than symbols. This is proven in Fig. 19 by the negligible
performance loss with actual, compared to ideal, decision feed-
back for BER at and .

VI. TIME-VARYING FREQUENCY OFFSET

In practice, laser frequency drifts over time in the MHz/s
range due to aging or temperature variation and might also
experience sudden frequency jumps due to mechanical distur-
bances to the laser cavity. Hence, the frequency offset needs
to be continuously tracked for best BER performance in a
symbol-by-symbol receiver. Fig. 20 evaluates the robustness of
PA CW-DA-ML CE of a 14 Gbaud single polarization 16-QAM
signal at , , and a training over-
head of 0.2% ( , ) in a time-varying frequency
offset environment. The stable BER, measured at 10 ms in-
tervals, demonstrates the reliable tracking of frequency offset
experiencing a continuous drift of 10 MHz/s and rapid jumps
of 100 kHz every 10 ms. PA CW-DA-ML CE can continuously
track the frequency offset, thanks to its observation dependent
weight vector.

VII. ADC RESOLUTION

In coherent receivers, the real and imaginary dimensions of
each polarization are sampled and quantized to a discrete set of
values by ADCs, whose resolution is determined in number of
bits, . In general, ADCs with higher sampling rates are limited
to lower resolution [44]. Hence, higher quantization error is in-
troduced in coherent systems requiring higher sampling rates.
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Fig. 20. BER of PA CW-DA-ML CE in time-varying frequency offset expe-
riencing: (a) continuous drift, and (b) rapid jumps. ,

, and training overhead of 0.2%.

Fig. 21. SNR per bit penalty versus ADC resolution of DE CW-DA-ML CE.
Time-invariant .

Impact of uniform quantization by ADC on DE CW-DA-ML
CE is investigated in Fig. 21 under a time-invariant of

. The is fixed at the tolerance value for a 1-dB
penalty obtained in Table III. In an uniformly quantizing

ADC, each dimension with a range of is divided into
non-overlapping quantization intervals of equal width .

The midpoint of each interval is designated as a centroid. We
have , where is the max-
imum transmitted symbol energy in the respective dimension.
For the constellations considered in Fig. 21, the of the
real and imaginary dimensions are equal. The received signal in
each dimension is quantized to the nearest centroid. The quan-
tization error can be treated as an additional Gaussian additive

noise with variance per dimension [45]. An ADC reso-
lution greater than 5 bits is seen to be sufficient for all the mod-
ulation formats tested. The bits requirement may be reduced by
using ADC with nonuniform quantization steps for nonequally
spaced signal point constellations such as 8-QAM.

VIII. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS

The least-squares solution of CW-DA-
ML CE can be computed recursively using the matrix inver-
sion lemma [27], [37]. Hence, is obtained in terms of

, avoiding any actual matrix inversion. The matrix
is Hermitian, thus only the upper triangle needs to be

computed and stored whereas the lower triangle is filled by diag-
onal reflection. This reduces the memory size required to

buffer units. Each buffer unit is defined to hold one real
value. Our transversal recursive least-squares CE has a com-
plexity of to produce the phase and angular frequency
offset estimate, i.e., , per symbol. It needs
real multiplications and real additions. How-
ever, the CW-DA-ML algorithm can be equally realized in the
form of a recursive least-squares lattice filter, reducing the com-
plexity to real multiplications and additions per symbol
[37]. Use of coordinate rotation digital computers to implement
the recursive least-squares lattice filter is expected to further
simplify the computation as it can perform vector rotations in
the complex plane efficiently [46].
We consider the individual complexities of DiffFE, FFTbE,

block th power, and the blind phase search (BPS) phase es-
timator of [36]. Complexity of the frequency and phase esti-
mators are taken to be the computations required to estimate
the angular frequency offset over symbols and that to
estimate the phase per symbol, respectively. Each
and phase unwrapping operation is expressed as one access to
a read-only memory (ROM) and one unwrap function, respec-
tively. The complexities of DiffFE, radix-2 FFTbE, block th
power, and BPS in PSK and QAM formats are summarized in
Table VI. Here, is the number of test phase angles used in
BPS estimator. Complexity of DiffFE and block th power es-
timators for 16-QAM was obtained by using the Class I symbol
probability of 1/2. FFTbE incurs its total complexity stated in
Table VI at time point causing a processing bottleneck, since
FFT is only performed after symbols. Note that the required
number of test phase angles , and thus the complexity, of BPS
increases with modulation order [36].
A simple straightforward complexity comparison among the

algorithms may not be wholly justified. CW-DA-ML CE is a
symbol-by-symbol carrier estimator whereas DiffFE- th and
FFTbE- th CE only produces static frequency estimates after
symbols. Moreover, unlike CW-DA-ML CE, BPS is sus-

ceptible to frequency offsets. Compared to other estimators in
general, CW-DA-ML CE has increased number of multiplica-
tions and additions but avoids any intermediate decision de-
vices, comparators, ROM access, and unwrap functions. The
increase in number of multiplications and additions is traded
off with its fast, wide, and continuous frequency tracking fea-
tures. It is notable that our CE reduces the required buffer units
by a factor greater than 2.7 compared to FFTbE and BPS in
16-QAM. For 16-QAM, CW-DA-ML CE ( ) requires
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TABLE VI
CARRIER ESTIMATION COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS

220 buffer units as opposed to the 720 buffer units of FFTbE
( ) and 608 buffer units of BPS ( , ).

IX. CONCLUSION

By considering the AWGN immunity, laser phase noise
tolerance, ease of differential encoding, cycle slip probability,
and transmitter implementation complexity, we conclude that
the most viable 4-, 8-, and 16-point constellations for coherent
optical communication are 4-PSK, 8-QAM, and 16-QAM, re-
spectively. Our causal CW-DA-ML carrier estimator achieves
a complete frequency offset estimation range and avoids phase
unwrapping as it uses a reference phasor with an unambiguous
phase tracking range of . Having lower cycle slip prob-
ability than block th power based estimators, continuous
carrier tracking feature, low training overhead, ability to operate
at low SNR region, and being modulation format independent
makes CW-DA-ML algorithm an attractive carrier estimator
for flexible multi-modulation coherent receivers with laser
frequency instabilities.
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